
Fans & Heaters

Humidistats or thermostats 
available.

VAne AxiAl heAter 

Whether natural air-drying grain or 
heat drying, all GSI “drying” fans have 
the option of adding a heater.  With 
capacities up to 3.0 million BTU/hr., our 
vane axial fan and heater combination 
provides the very best in high capacity 
grain drying. Vane axial heaters are 
available in 18” through 28” diameter, 
liquid propane, propane vapor or 
natural gas models.

downwind  
centrifugAl Burner 

GSI's downwind centrifugal burner is a 
high efficiency option to compliment our 
high capacity centrifugal fans. Specially 
designed burners are adjustable for 
uniform heating temperatures with a  
choice of liquid propane, propane vapor 
or natural gas. Available for GSI's 1750 
RPM (10-40 HP) centrifugal models, the 
downwind centrifugal burner is capable 
of capacities up to 4.2 million BTU/hr.

chi-town heAter 

GSI's “Chi-Town” heater is a low to 
medium temperature grain drying 
system that is typically used with GSI's 
centrifugal fans. Capable of .3 to 1.1 
million BTU/hr., and available in propane 
vapor or natural gas, “Chi-town” is 
perfect for the drying/aeration of rice, 
corn or other select grains.

gsi heAters include:

• Patented "Blue-Burn" optimizer on propane (LP) models.
• Transition high-limit switch.
• Liquid filled pressure gauge.
• Automatic ignition shutoff after proof of flame for  

extended ignitor life.

stAndArd heAter feAtures:

• Mechanical, normally closed, flame switch with  
time delay reset.

deluxe heAter feAtures:

• Pipe train and burner design allows heater to work HIGH-
temp or LOW-temp (down to 10 degree temperature rise).

• Solid-state flame sensing using flame conduction.
• Self-diagnosing "Smart" board with a 3-year warranty.
• Large, easy-access door with clear view window.
• 10 second purge delay.

Transitions are available to 
connect GSI fans to bins, 
aeration ducts, or concrete 
entrance ways.

All GSI control boxes are 
weather-resistant with  
heavy-duty Start and Stop 
switches. 

GSI uses heavy-duty motors 
to withstand years of use 
in a variety of climates and 
conditions.
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drying & condiTioning
GSI manufactures a complete line of rugged aeration and grain conditioning 
systems to help maintain grain quality. Choose from a variety of high efficiency 
vane axial, centrifugal, and inline centrifugal fans and heaters, all with 
features designed to reduce costs and boost performance. 

VAne AxiAl fAns

For applications requiring high airflow at 
low static pressures, GSI offers vane axial 
fans in 12” diameter (1 HP) through 28" 
diameter (15 hp). 

The 12” through 28” (1-15 
HP) units feature a 3450 
RPM motor for increased 
fan performance and 
energy efficiency. Close 
fan blade tip clearance 
and stator vanes 
provide maximum 
air flow and reduced 
turbulence to  
ensure smooth and  
consistent airflow. 

All 24” and 28” vane 
axial fans also include an 
inlet venturi which funnels 
air more efficiently into  
the fan.

Vane axial fan composite airfoil 
blades are lightweight for easy starting 
and function in low to medium static pressure environments.  They are statically 
and dynamically balanced for smooth operation and feature a close tip clearance 
for maximum airflow. Venturis are aerodynamically engineered to funnel air to the 
fan more efficiently. Venturis and grill guards are corrosion- resistant painted for 
longer life.

inline centrifugAl fAn 

Delicate drying jobs, such as milo, 
wheat or rapeseed require special 
consideration. Aerating tall hopper 
tanks presents another challenge.  
The inline centrifugal fan is 
designed to handle both 
of these applications 
effectively. 

Suited for high static 
pressures, beyond the 
performance range 
of vane axial fans, 
the inline centrifugal 
fan offers the same 
characteristics of a 
regular centrifugal fan, 
while operating much 
more economically.  
Sizes range from 1-1/2 
HP to 15 HP, 18” through 
28” diameters.

centrifugAl fAns 

GSI's 1750 RPM centrifugal fans are 
built with a heavy galvanized steel, 
scroll-type housing and inverted inlet 
venturi. A non-overloading backward-
inclined airfoil wheel provides high 
airflow with a long motor life. These 
fans operate at a reduced noise level 
and are designed to accommodate 
a variety of heaters for use on drying 
bins where higher capacities are 
required. Models are available from 
5 - 50 HP with static pressures  
up to 11”. 

GSI also manufactures a 3500 RPM 
centrifugal fan designed to operate 
in static pressures up to 22”.  These 
fans are used primarily with tall 
tanks or small grains tanks with high 
resistance to airflow.
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Transitions are available to connect 
GSI fans to bins, aeration ducts, or 
concrete entrance ways.

Vane Axial Fans  for applications 
requiring high airflow at low static 
pressures. Models available in 12” 
dia.(1 HP) through 28”dia. (15 hp) 
and feature 3450 RPM motors. Close 
fan blade tip clearance and stator 
vanes provide maximum air flow and 
reduced turbulence to ensure smooth 
and consistent airflow.

Vane Axial Heaters With capacities 
up to 3.0 million BTU/hr., The vane axial 
fan and heater combination provides 
high capacity grain drying. Vane axial 
heaters are available in 18” through 28” 
diameter,  for liquid or vapor propane 
or natural gas.

Centrifugal Fans are built with a 
heavy galvanized steel, scroll-type 
housing and inverted inlet venturi. A 
non-overloading backward inclined 
airfoil wheel provides high airflow and 
extends motor life. These fans operate 
at a reduced noise level and are 
designed to accommodate a variety 
of heaters for use on drying bins. 
Models are available from 5 - 50 HP 
with static pressures up to 11”.

The Downwind Centrifugal Burner 
is a highly efficient compliment to 
centrifugal fans. Adjustable burners 
ensure uniform heating using liquid or 
vapor propane or natural gas. 1750 
RPM (10-40 HP) centrifugal models 
fit downwind centrifugal burners 
capable of up to 4.2 million BTU/hr.

Heavy-duty motors, for use with 
heaters, will withstand years of use in a 
variety of climates and conditions.

Transitions

Motors

Fans

Heaters

Spark Plug

Phone: 717-274-5333                 Fax: 717-274-533434



THH-4179 Flame Sensor Rod $32.90
CD-0187 Flame Sensor Bracket $10.27

CD-0238 Ignitor $5.95
HF-7201 Ignitor Half Clamp $9.41

HF-7318-2  Deluxe Circuit Board Assembly $226.80
HF-4624-R Fenwal Ignition Board $259.70

HF-7439 High Limit Switch, 250 degree 
(housing)

$11.03

HH-1092 High Limit Switch, 180 degree 
(transition)

$10.96

HF-8031 Flame Probe Replacement Kit $127.40
HH-3977 Flame Switch N.O. $78.40

HF-7260 Spark Plug Wire $41.30

HF-7262 Flame Probe Wire $55.30

Heater Parts
GSI Heater Parts
HH-1650 Spark Plug $43.40
S-8927 Spark Plug Nut $1.91

TFC-0023-50 1/2” Regulator $260.40
D04-1046 3/4” Regulator $354.90

HH-1487 Ignition Transformer $92.40
HH-1093 2 Pole Ignition Transformer $181.30

HH-1089R Switch Reset, Time Delay Replacement $91.00

HH-2984 30 PSI Gauge $39.20

HF-8056 Thermostat, Hi-Lo 2-stage $581.70
HF-7360 Thermostat, 1-stage $244.30

Spark Plug

Ignition Transformers

Pressure Gauge

2 Stage ThermostatSingle Stage Thermostat

Flame Sensor  
Rod & Bracket

Ignitor & Clamp

High Limit Switch

Flame Probe Replacement Kit

Flame Probe 
Wire Kit

Spark Plug
Wire

Circuit Board
Assembly

Regulators

Reset Time  
Delay

GSI Heater Parts

Problems with your dryer?  AFS stocks 
a variety of dryer replacement parts, 
with on-site service available  
to keep your equipment running  
when you need it.

Toll-Free 800-720-5333                   www.afsproducts.com 35



SUKUP FASTIR PARTS
A5445 Mercury Switch $45.00

A5446 Mercury Switch Bracket (Old Style) $3.74

A5449 Mercury Switch Bracket (New Style) $3.74

A8561 Bearing Block Kit $11.49

A80691 Knurled Drive Bearing w/ Bushing $38.00

A5551 Rotating Contact, 1ph. 3 wire w/o cord $117.00

A5558 Rotating Contact, Center Pipe 1ph. 3 wire $61.00

A5555 Rotating Contact, 1ph. 5 wire w/o cord $209.00

A5585 Rotating Contact, Center Pipe 1ph. 5 wire $75.00

A5553 Rotating Contact, 3ph. 4 wire w/o cord $153.00

A5559 Rotating Contact, Center Pipe 3ph. 4 wire $75.00

A5557 Rotating Contact, 3ph. 7 wire w/o cord $224.00

A5560 Rotating Contact, Center Pipe 3ph. 7 wire w/o cord $101.00

A7802 Reversing Switch $58.00

A5319 HD Gearmotor, 230V w/ Capacitor $752.00

A5300 HD Gearmotor, 115V w/ Capacitor $752.00

A5629 Drive Wheel Assembly w/ Bearing $274.00

J1538 1/4” x 13/4” Picker Pin $0.53

J1536 3/16” x 11/2” Picker Pin $0.65

DMC STIR-ATOR PARTS
PT0222 1 3/8” Bearing $24.50

103E0018 Contact Strap - Electric Swivel (short) 1968-1978 $13.58

105A0097 Swivel Spring Clip $5.05

104E0020 Contact Strap - Electric Swivel (long) 1978-present $14.70

104E2003 Electric Swivel Complete Assembly, 5-wire $94.50

103E0016 Electric Swivel Complete Assembly, 3-wire 1PH $258.30

104C2037 Drive Wheel $93.80

106B083 Trolly Wheel, Design III $16.10

Heater & Stirrator Parts

Mercury Switch
& Brackets

Rotating 
Contact

Bearing 
Block Kit

HD Gearmotor

Drive Wheel 
Assembly

Electric Swivel  
Assembly

Swivel  
Strap

1 3/8” Bearing

Trolley Wheel

Solenoids

Thermometer
Start/Stop  

Switch

Stirrator Parts

GSI HEATER PARTS (CONTINUED)
TFC-0032 1/2” Deluxe Solenoid, 50PSI $240.10
TFC-0092 1/2” Deluxe Solenoid, 300PSI $219.80
TFC-0081 3/4” Deluxe Solenoid, 50PSI $322.70
056-2228-7 3/4” Solenoid Valve with Bypass, 50PSI $326.20
TFC-0098 Replacement Coil for Deluxe Solenoid $167.30
FH-999 Start Switch $15.40
FH-1000 Stop Switch $15.40
T30-0250-6C 0-250˚ Thermometer, 3” Dial, 6” Stem $46.01
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